Every (rain) cloud has a silver lining

The Masters is now behind us and thoughts can turn to the traditional start to the British and European golf season and what 2001 might have in store for everyone.

Before moving on though we must pay tribute to the stupendous achievement of Tiger Woods. Sure, people have quibbled about it not being a Grand Slam as the four Majors he now holds were gathered over two seasons and not one, but let’s face it, did anyone ever think they’d see the day when one person could display all four trophies on his own mantelpiece? I’ll answer that one for you. No. Standards in golf have risen so dramatically over the last 30 years that many people are now capable of low sustained scoring and for Tiger to come out on top in the four weeks when everyone is aiming to peak is truly remarkable. Sure, it might not be a true Grand Slam but it’s the next best thing and far exceeds any other achievement in golf... including, and this may be a tad contentious, Bobby Jones’s original Grand Slam back in 1930.

Incidentally, it would be asking a lot, but could it be a sign that this year’s LPGA Championship is being played at the Atlanta Athletic Club, Bobby Jones’s home club?

The good news is that Tiger’s achievements will guarantee golf a place at sport’s top table for quite some time and hopefully the increased profile will rub off on the game at grass roots level. I say this because it is perhaps the one positive aspect the UK golf industry has to hang on to at the moment.

Our report into the problems brought about by weather, the Foot and Mouth epidemic has, at least, peaked and that Tiger Woods will continue to wow the world. It gives us some positive feed for the anguish some of your colleagues are going through at the moment.

For some there is little prospect of their courses even opening until the end of the summer - some are only allowed to cut greens every ten days - and with annual subscriptions currently due, the disincentive for many golf club members to renew will be great.

Of course, compensation packages are in place for the agriculture industry as well as tourism but I’m sure I won’t be far off the case if I say we’ll be waiting a mighty long time until any of the money reaches the more badly affected golf clubs.

Golf, I predict, will be left to pick up its own pieces and the repercussions will be deep and long lasting for many.

With such grave issues affecting us as an industry it would be nice to think that we would at least have a warm, sunny summer to make up for it. The signs are there. Apparently the Met Office has promised a decent few months, those seaweed watchers are spotting all the right signs and, let’s face it, by the law of averages we must be due one. So let us hope that we are not through the worst of the bad weather, the Foot and Mouth epidemic has, at least, peaked and that Tiger Woods will continue to wow the world.

It gives us some positive thoughts to hang on to at the very least.

Scott MacCallum
Editor

BIGGA Student Chapter launched at Gleneagles

The first BIGGA Student Chapter was inaugurated at a meeting at Gleneagles Hotel last month when the students on the Gleneagles Excellence in Golf Award scheme were welcomed into the Association.

The Chapter which is designed to encourage student greenkeepers to become involved with the Association, and, as well as utilizing the many opportunities available to them through the Association, gain experience from organizing and running their own meetings, seminars and golf days. The Chapter will work closely with the Scottish Central Section, and its Secretary, Past BIGGA National Chairman, John Crawford, and Scottish Regional Administrator, Peter Boyd. The first Chapter notes, containing more information on the Gleneagles Chapter, appear in Around the Green on page 46 this month.

John Deere commercial & consumer equipment dealer Parks & Grounds Machinery has officially opened its new premises in Bidford-on-Avon, Warwickshire.

In addition to John Deere’s full line of domestic, golf & turf and professional ranges of equipment, including Robenine and Sabo mowers, Parks & Grounds Machinery is now an official supplier of John Deere 3000 Series tractors from 55 to 80hp. These are particularly suitable for use with heavy duty aeration and trailed gang mowers on large areas of amenity and sports turf.

Parks & Grounds Machinery was one of John Deere’s earliest grounds care dealers when directors Andy Perkins and David Tullott originally signed up in 1989, operating out of a garden centre near Bromsgrove. The business then moved to Redditch in 1993, and finally to Bidford last September. The dealership has a full time staff of 10, including four mechanics.

FEGGA joins Excellence Scheme

FEGGA has joined the Gleneagles Excellence in Golf Award Scheme (EGEAS), a 12-month educational and practical training programme for young greenkeepers from around the globe.

Sponsored by Textron Golf, Turf and Specialty Products, the course is based at Gleneagles Hotel and runs from 1 September until 31 August. It is open to highly motivated students who are looking beyond a basic greenkeeping career and wish to develop their skills to become golf course managers or superintendents.

The scheme can accommodate a maximum of eight students, who will be selected from colleges and educational facilities in the UK and now, with FEGGA as a partner, from across Europe.

The scheme was established in 1994 and has grown year on year providing students with all the necessary greenkeeping skills together with a unique opportunity for personal development during the year-long work placement.

“Every student will work on the three courses at Gleneagles for eight months of the placement and then decide which style of maintenance they wish to develop further and join their preferred greenkeeping team for the remaining four months. This is a wonderful opportunity to bring together students from all over Europe to train and gain experience at one of Europe’s finest golfing resorts,” said Dean Cleaver, FEGGA Secretary.

I am particularly delighted that FEGGA have joined us and added their support for this scheme. Over the coming year we will be hosting three national and European Tour events and the successful applicants will have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to experience the many different aspects of course maintenance and preparation at the highest level,” added Jimmy Kidd, Director of Turfgrass Management at Gleneagles.

Applications are invited from students in greenkeeping and related subjects and should include a typed CV with personal details, experience, qualifications and other interests, together with a covering letter from their head tutor.

They should be sent to Jimmy Kidd at Gleneagles - see www.gleneagles.com for details - or Dean Cleaver, Secretary, FEGGA, 3 Riddell Close, Alcester, Warks B49 6QP.

The closing date for applications is Monday, May 28, 2001.
The biennial Section Secretaries Meeting at BIGGA HOUSE, held at the end of March, was the ideal opportunity for BIGGA headquarters staff to update the 20 Secretaries who were able to attend on the work and initiatives currently in place.

The meeting, spread over an afternoon and a morning covered all aspects of Association business and also gave the Secretaries the opportunity to have their say.

It began with a talk on how the Association works from Executive Director, Neil Thomas, before Education and Training Manager, Ken Richardson, outlined the current education and training initiatives including BIGGA's own CPD scheme. Further talks were given on use of the membership disc and the website before the session closed with group discussions on the Training Needs Analysis currently being undertaken.

Refreshed by dinner in Aldwark Manor Hotel, the next morning began with a talk on membership benefits from Membership Services Officer, Tracey Maddison, before Administration Manager, John Pemberton, spoke on finance and pension provision.

Ken Richardson then outlined the latest recommendations by the Greenkeepers' Salaries Review Body. After a coffee break the meeting broke into two and Neil Thomas, on BTME and Editor, Scott MacCallum, on Greenkeeper International, spoke separately to both halves of the group.

The occasion ended with a question and answer session and lunch. "It was an ideal opportunity for Headquarters and Sections to come together and I'm sure that everyone benefited from the information sharing which took place," said Neil Thomas.
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Nick lands new and varied role at Textron

Textron Specialty Product's new Regional Sales Manager with responsibility for golf cars, golf utility vehicles, personnel carriers and light industrial vehicles is Nick Brown. His territory encompasses East Anglia, the southern counties of England, Scotland and Ireland.

He joined the Ipswich-based manufacturer in September 1998 as Sales Planning Co-ordinator for the company's Specialty Products range and Iseki tractors. Last year he took on additional responsibilities as Demonstration Fleet Administrator managing the logistics of the company's demonstration fleet of turf maintenance equipment, golf cars and compact sweepers. Previous to joining Textron he spent a year as a professional rugby player in Australia. Nick, 29, graduated from Brunel University with a BSc Hons degree in Forestry Products Technology and worked on oil palm plantations in Sumatra for a year before moving to Australia. He now lives in Woodbridge near Ipswich and in his spare time is keen supporter of his local premiership football team, Ipswich Town. "Nick's promotion to this position demonstrates our commitment to providing structured career opportunities here at Textron. His previous experience within the Specialty Products division will add strength to the sales team and he has our best wishes for a successful career in his new role," said Richard Byrell, International Sales Manager, Textron Specialty Products.

Two prodigals return to BIGGA

Two familiar faces - one with an unfamiliar name - return to the Association this month.

Peter Larter is also welcomed back into the fold, returning to BIGGA HOUSE as Sales Team Leader after a spell away during which she got married to Scott.

Jennifer Whichello, better known in the industry as Panton, returns to BIGGA HOUSE as Sales Team Leader after a spell away during which she got married to Scott.

Unfair dismissal ends with £5,000 compensation

BIGGA member Aaron Mackenzie has won almost £5,000 in compensation after an industrial tribunal ruled that he had been unfairly dismissed by Abernethy Golf Club, at Nethy Bridge, Inverness-shire.

The reason the club had given for his sacking was that he had refused to work on Sundays.
Students aim for architects award

An international line-up of students has designs on becoming the winners of the 2001 Toro Student Golf Course Architect Award, and the associated Barenbrug Award. The nine students from Belgium, Chile, Slovenia, Germany and Croatia as well as the UK are studying on the two-year Diploma Course in Golf Course Architecture - organised by the European Institute of Golf Course Architects (EIGCA) - at Merriott Wood College, in Somerset.

Lastec UK Ltd

Lastec, Inc., a division of Wood-Mizer Products Inc., has opened a factory branch in the UK. This branch "Lastec UK Ltd" can be found at Court Lodge Farm, Kenward Rd, Yalding, Maidstone, Kent ME18 6JP. Lastec are the manufacturers of the Articulator Range of rotary mowers for the golf and amenity turf industry. With its patented belt drive system the Articulator range gives an excellent finish to grass cut from 25mm to 110mm over flat or undulating ground.

Carden hosts Sportsworld Educational Event

Sportsworld Amenity held its second Annual Educational Seminar at De Vere Carden Park at the beginning of April. Seventy delegates comprising of Greenkeepers, Secretaries and Club officials enjoyed presentations from Tracey Maddison of BIGGA, Peter Jones, Duncan McGilvary and Brian Butler.

Mathew Burrows, proprietor of Sportsworld Amenity also gave a short presentation outlining his aspirations with regard to customer service and educational support for the industry including the continued development of the day's event.

The award was launched in 1999 in recognition of the important role played by golf course architects in the creation of quality golf courses around the world. All the final year students have presented a written and verbal dissertation to the judges on their diploma course thesis, as well as design ideas, detailed drawings and costings for a new golf course.

The judging panel comprised David Williams, Ken Moodie and Martin Gillett, representing EIGCA; external examiner Nigel Raud, dean of environmental studies at Herriot Watt University and Edinburgh College of Art; Bruce Jamieson, representing Toro and Paul Johnson, of Barenbrug.

David Williams commented: "The diploma course is extremely competitive and has attracted students from many different backgrounds, from all over the world. The relatively small intake allows for constructive discussion among the students and enables them to share valuable skills".

Section Members get Club Captain status

Two North Wales Section members have become Club Captains in the same year. Wyn Mostyn is the current Captain of The Plassey Golf Club while Terry Adamson holds the same position at Northop Country Park Golf Club. The two men are pictured sporting their club blazers.

Carden hosts Sportsworld Educational Event

Photo shows left to right: Brian Butler, Terry Adamson, Mathew Burrows, Bill Lawson, Tracey Maddison, Duncan McGilvary, Peter Jones, Trevor Helm, Andy Mardle, Dave Raman, Andy Campbell MC and Mike Whitehouse.
Top record for Longhirst Hall

Longhirst Hall has just accepted its 2000th member making it the golf club with the largest membership in England.

Managed by BIGGA members, Graham Chambers, the members were attracted by the fact that not one day has been lost to rain during the winter and the prospect of another nine holes opening this July. It is anticipated that a further nine, bringing Longhirst Hall up to 36 holes, will be opened in the summer of 2003.

Latest news?
www.bigga.org.uk/news.html

Bernhard's offer
Stateside trip

Bernhard's and Company is offering three students on turf-related courses the chance to win a trip to the States. Any student on a full or part-time course which leads to a turf-related recognised qualification is eligible to apply. The fortnight's prize will include return air fares to the States, food and accommodation. During this period students will have the wonderful opportunity to work on a top US golf course and learn more about their practices.

The competition is based on researching current UK golf maintenance practices and proposing suitable improvements.

Section Event?
www.bigga.org.uk/events.html

Richard joins
Gem Professional

Gem Professional has appointed Richard Page as its new Technical Services Representative for Surrey and West Sussex.

Richard was previously Head Greenkeeper of a private members' club and holds the D32/D33 National Greenkeepers Association qualification. Over the forthcoming weeks and months he will be spending time with the customers in his area.

Phone a friend?
www.bigga.org.uk/contact.html

Recent appointments at Rigby Taylor

Peter Reid
Rigby Taylor Limited has made three recent appointments. Peter Reid has joined as Local Authority Technical Sales Representative for Herefordshire, Essex and the London Boroughs. Peter has substantial experience in the amenity and agricultural market sectors having worked as assistant contracts manager with Canterbury City Council and as Head Greenkeeper at Vivary Golf Club.

TGA to have a field day

An extensive array of static and working exhibits will greet visitors attending this year's Turf grass Growers Association's Field Days, taking place in Worcestershire on Thursday, 21 June and Friday, 22 June 2001.

To be held at Teal Farm, Wadborough, near Worcester, courtesy of TGA member, Peter Lole, the two day event is open to anyone with a professional interest or involvement in the growing, marketing, specifying, installation or after-care of quality seeded turf.

Two events which will be of value to anyone growing, specifying or installing cultivated turf are the turf grass species identification workshops being hosted on both days by independent turf consultant and agronomist, Robert Laycock, (right).

Raycox Turf awarded Rolawn authorised distributor staus

Rolawn has appointed Raycox Turf as authorised distributor for the Bristol area. This new arrangement follows the scheduled closure of the Rolawn depot on the same premises in Bristol at the end of February.

The arrangement benefits both parties as it allows Rolawn to concentrate on turf production and marketing, while Raycox takes care of customer service and distribution.

The partnership will cover training and marketing support for the sale of Rolawn loam and preturfing fertiliser as well as Rolawn's turf.

Both parties are confident that the high level of customer service, distribution and product presentation will be maintained for old and new customers in the area.

"We're very optimistic about our distribution agreement with Raycox. It maintains our long association with our customers in Bristol and the South West. It was a big decision for us to change from having our own staff in the area, but we needed to re-examine the way in which we sell our products in the light of last year's appalling weather, but most of all the sheer enthusiasm and customer focused approach of the partners at Raycox have convinced us that this is the right step at the right time", said Terry Ryan, Rolawn's Sales and Marketing Director.

English Boys County Finals venue change to Longcliffe GC

The English Boys County Finals, scheduled to be played at Kedleston Park in Derbyshire on 3-5 September 2001, have been switched to another venue. The three-day round robin event will now take place at Longcliffe Golf Club in Leicestershire on the same dates.

Kedleston Park operates a strict soft spikes rule, which they felt they could not relax for the Finals.

Longcliffe was approached and although the club hosted the Reid Trophy only last August, it agreed to take the Boys Finals, moving its Club Championship and two other fixtures to accommodate the English Golf Union.

This is the second occasion in recent times that an EGU event has been switched because of the soft spikes rule.

Bourne Amenity’s Telesales division receives a boost

Bourne Amenity has appointed Trevor Monk to work alongside Roger Burrows to help run the company’s telesales division.

Trevor, who is a Sussex County bowler and reached the last 16 in the National Indoor Champion of Champions Bowling Finals, was National Contracts Manager at the Department of Environment before joining Bourne Amenity.

Peter Bourne, Managing Director, said that the company had developed its telesales division to enable it to provide a fast and efficient back up to its area sales managers.
Miniature golf: The way ahead?

The world’s first commercial golf court will be opened later this month at Lensbury conference centre, at Teddington Lock, by Laura Davies. A golf court is a new concept in golf, designed by Compac Golf Ltd, that enables a full 18-hole round to be played on 18 acres of land compared to the average 150-acre golf course. The concept can also be adapted to fit smaller areas of land. Mathematically designed to include four greens and eight tee areas, a golf court offers players all the challenges of a full 18-hole course, incorporating Par 3, 4 and 5 holes on a smaller area and can be completed in far less time. The game on a golf court is very easy to follow; the tee and yardage markers and flags are all colour coded. Each hole is different they vary in both length and perspective. A golf court is as safe as a golf course and every golf court will undergo a PGA safety audit. Like a tennis court, a golf court can be booked by the hour offering the golfer the flexibility of playing holes in one hour, 12 holes in two hours or a full 18 holes in just three hours. The game is considerably quicker than on a conventional golf course because the system of play means waiting time is virtually eliminated. The potential for golf courts is enormous. Hotels, conference centres, property developments, universities, inner city areas and leisure clubs are just some of the areas with limited space that could feature a golf course. A golf court is around £300k. It is inexpensive to maintain, requires very little watering and, being so compact, is easy to play light for night time golf on a golf court.

"It means having the opportunity to play golf safely and it will bring golf to a whole new category of players for whom golf has not been feasible or available before." Jack Ford, Sales and Marketing Manager for Kawasaki Commercial Products Division.

"A new, online, engine service is now available from Kawasaki Commercial Products Division." Full specification, dimensions and performance curve details are available to visitors to the site who will be able to download data and request further information with a direct link to Kawasaki’s head office at Bourne End, Buckinghamshire.

"It’s another significant step forward for us in the development of our engine business in the UK and one we intend to take even further over the months ahead," commented Jack Ford, Sales and Marketing Manager for Kawasaki Commercial Products Division. A new engine was introduced to the liquid-cooled engine range - horizontal and vertical shaft. Kawasaki introduced two further models during the autumn. The 13 hp, FE400C engine is a natural extension to the FE family of engines while the liquid-cooled FD911 D, at just under 30 hp, is at the top end of the FD Series. Both models have been designed specifically for turfcare, agricultural, industrial and municipal applications.

Further information from; www.kawasaki.co.uk

A mountain to climb

I have been selected for a place on the Seven Summits Project, a series of international expeditions for Venture Scouts and Young Leaders aged between 16 and 22 where we plan to climb the highest summit in each continent.

With the summits of Mount Elbrus, in the Russian Caucasus, Mount McKinley, in Alaska and Aconcagua, in the Argentinean Andes already completed I will be part of the team of seven other boys, five girls and three Mountain Leaders attempting to scale Mount Kilimanjaro, in Tanzania - the highest mountain in Africa, planned for this July.

The aim is to complete the project by the year 2010, although it is hoped that the ascent of Mount Everest will be in 2007 to celebrate the 100th Anniversary of Scouting.

The expedition is to be funded entirely by the member’s own efforts - approximately £1500 each, with a personal contribution of £500. Sponsors are being sought for specialist equipment, which is essential when mountaineering at altitude.

I work at Bromleyknewe Golf Club near Edinburgh and have been a BIGGA member for almost five years and I would be delighted if you any member or company within the industry who feels they might like to make a contribution towards the trip.

Paul Davidson, 7 Greenhill Crescent, Gorebridge, EH23 4AL

Work acknowledged

In the March issue, you carried an article entitled ‘Are your greens up to scratch?’. In this article the author somewhat obscurely referred to ‘research work carried out by Steve Haake...’. To enlighten your readers Steve Haake was then a research student working at the STRI and the University of Aston under the University Interdisciplinary Higher Degrees Scheme.

I was his industrial supervisor at STRI and Dr Alastair Cochran was his University supervisor and also author of the ground breaking book on the physics of golf ‘The Search for the Perfect Swing’. The project arose out of the realisation that there was considerable information about the impact by the club-head on the ball and its subsequent trajectory but no-one had any quantitative information about the impact of the ball on the turf and the consequences of different turfgrass species and management factors on ball and/or club-head. Steve Haake’s project was the first to address these issues. The work was reported in the STRI Journal and elsewhere.

The front cover photo is copyright of the STRI. The work was done under grant aid from SERC with additional financial support from the R&A and the Acushnet Corporation which should also be rightfully acknowledged.

Dr Mike Canavan, Former Chief Executive, STRI

Editor’s Note: Apologies for not acknowledging the copyright of the front cover picture and the involvement of the STRI and others in the paper which acted as a basis for the article in March’s magazine. We were unaware of the information listed above.

High praise for Scottish Conference

I would like to pass on my congratulations to all concerned with organising The Scottish Conference on March 6, in Dunfermline.

It was my first visit and despite some technical hitches it was a well run event and enjoyed by all the speakers involved were excellent.

Personally I especially enjoyed John Philp’s ideas on how a golf course should be run. Controversial? Maybe, but without a doubt Provoking! Without a doubt! Jim McKenzie’s talk on The Celtic Manor was a real eye opener. A harsh lesson that money can’t buy everything. It stands as a reminder that we are all at the mercy of the weather. Fortunately it all came good in the end.

A special mention should go to Tim Colclough. Asked to stand in at the last minute due to illness, Tim gave an excellent and professional talk, working from a colleague’s viewpoint. No mean feat.

Finally a message to greenkeepers everywhere who tend not to get involved much, if at all, with BIGGA functions and I include myself in that. Go along to an outing, conference or whatever. I always find a warm welcome awaits. The knowledge available through all concerned, from organisers, to fellow greenkeepers is invaluable. The knowledge available through all concerned, from organisations, to fellow greenkeepers is invaluable. The knowledge available through all concerned, from organisations, to fellow greenkeepers is invaluable. The knowledge available through all concerned, from organisations, to fellow greenkeepers is invaluable. The knowledge available through all concerned, from organisations, to fellow greenkeepers is invaluable.

I have a good season every year. Keep up the good work.

Derek Hoskins, Camperdown GC, Dundee